BUILD MODULAR SHELVING
BUILD is a lightweight modular shelving system based
on a single geometric unit. The versatile blocks can be
stacked up to suit a wide range of functions – from shelves to partitions. Freestanding or mounted on the wall,
BUILD adapts to your needs. The individual blocks can
also double as boxes or stools.
BUILD is made from a single material (Expanded
Polypropylene) which is non-toxic, allergy friendly, and
100% recyclable. BUILD is installed in minutes – no
instructions or tools are needed. You can extend and
reconfigure the system over time, as your requirements
change.
Modular and multifunctional
A flexible and durable system, BUILD works in the following environments:
Retail: shelving, product displays, wall cladding.
Office: shelving and partitioning, reception area, frequent workplace re-designs and co-working spaces.
Exhibitions and fairs: booths, product displays, storage, temporary seating.
Special: ideal for pop-up stores and whatever else your
creative mind can think up.
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Design: Jack Godfrey Wood & Tom Ballhatchet
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BUILD MODULAR SHELVING

SIZE, WEIGHT AND MATERIAL
Available in 2 versions:
with back (closed) / without back (open)
Size of 1 BUILD element:
External dimension in mm:
520 mm x 385 mm x D 290 mm*
*(D 303 mm when closed version)
Internal dimension: 425 mm x 315 mm x D 290 mm
Weight: 700-750 g /per element
Material: ARPRO® EPP (toxic free, 100% recyclable)
BUILD comes with a silky smooth texture.
See page 5 for more details.
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You can arrange the units to keep all shelves horizontal.

BUILD MODULAR SHELVING
Mount BUILD on
the wall by using
the supplied clips
(screwed into wall)

black
white

available in
black and white
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Photo: Monolicht GmbH, Switzerland
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Photo: Stephan Kube

Agentur Wolf-Production GmbH
BMW i8 Launch, Munich 2014
Photos: PMR Fotografie, Markus Poehlmann
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Illumination available
in various colours and
designs. Individual light
concepts and effects
available on request.

